
WINTER VACATION HOMEWORK 

 

Dear Parents  

Greetings from Asian School  

As we are all aware about the prevailing conditions and new developments, we need to keep in mind that 

that the danger hasn’t surpassed us yet. While exploring the world outside and trying to get things back to 

normal, we still need to follow the COVID 19 awareness and guidelines issued by the Ministry of Health and 

take necessary precautionary measures at all times.  

 “The anxious and unusual times bring unforeseen difficulties but the best of human nature can rise to the 

challenge.” 

The Winter Break is scheduled from 16th December 2021 – 26th January, 2022. The students will resume to 

school for classes on 27th January, 2022. 

Vacations are not only meant to explore the world outside but also are an opportunity to rediscover 

ourselves while we stay at home. So, embark on a journey of fun and adventure by reading books, exercising, 

meditating, dancing and channelizing your energy in a positive manner.  

General Instructions for Students   

Here are the ways by which you can make your holidays fun and learn at the same time.  

➢ Play indoor games like Ludo, carom board, scrabble, chess etc.  

➢ Help your parents in small household chores like cleaning the cupboards, watering the plants, making the 

bed, etc. It is an opportunity for you to show your love concern and support to your parents who had been 

taking care of you during the course of the Academic Year.    

➢ Holiday Home Work should be done as per the instructions given. 

➢ Read a newspaper daily. 

➢ Revise all the concepts done so far. 



General Instructions for Parents  

 Parents are requested to encourage their ward to do their homework independently. 

 Parents can extend guidance to their children, if needed. 

 Creativity and originality of the work will be appreciated. 

 Control Screen Time: Do not let children spend too much time playing video games, instead 

encourage them to take up creative pursuits.  

 Teach the important values of responsibility and duty 

 Get them more involved in everyday chores in the house 

 Teach the significance of donating to the poor and needy 

 Help them understand the need to reduce wastage 

Revision worksheets are being sent for each subject in the respective class groups. Students will have 
to solve these worksheets in their notebooks with the heading REVISION. The worksheets shall be 
discussed by the respective subject teachers after the school reopens. 
 
Please note that it is COMPULSARY TO ATTEMPT THESE WORKSHEETS AS THIS WILL BE A PART OF THE 
“NOTEBOOK EVALUATION” (5 marks)   

 
Last but not least, Smile and face the challenges bravely as “Smile is the only curve which straightens 
everything." Have an enjoyable Winter Vacation. Stay Safe. 
 

Regards  

The Asian School  

 


